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ABSTRACT 

 Industrial wastewaters (IWWs) are characterized by high variability in quality  

and quantity; besides macropollutants (MAPs), they are also suspected to contain emerging 

micropollutants (MPs), which may have significant adverse consequences even at trace levels. 

IWWs are often discharged into the municipal sewage network and directed to wastewater treatment 

plants (WWTPs) raw or on-site pretreated. The effectiveness of both on-site pretreatment units  

as well as conventional WWTPs are usually limited to MAPs, such as nutrients and organic matter. 

The MPs are only partly removed; in particular, those of limited biodegradability pass unchanged 

and end up in treated wastewater receivers. Thus, IWWs may act as overlooked sources of many 

emerging pollutants in the environment. 

 The author gave special attention to IWWs generated by municipal solid waste plants  

and by the maritime sector. Samples of landfill leachates (LLs) collected from a modern  

and a previous cell (MP-LLs and PP-LLs, respectively) as well as samples of raw and onboard-

pretreated wastewater originated from cruise ships (RMT-WW and PMT-WW, respectively) were 

characterized in detail by physical and chemical parameters. The first step of the research work 

confirmed that tested IWWs were highly polluted with both MAPs and MPs (such as phthalates – 

PAEs, and bisphenol A – BPA). The most polluted LLs originated from the previous cells (PP-LLs), 

operated with unlimited disposal of biodegradable wastes, where selected contaminants reached  

up to: COD = 4,870 O2 L–1, TN = 2,845 mg N L–1, TP = 27 mg P L–1, PAEs = 257 μg L–1 and BPA = 

2,202 μg L–1. Thus, the obtained IWW characteristics confirmed the author’s supposition that LLs 

and MT-WWs discharged to municipal sewage systems may act as overlooked sources of emerging 

pollutants. 

  The results were the basis for the selection of advanced electrochemical oxidation (EO) 

using boron doped diamond (BDD) electrodes as an appropriate treatment. In the study, Si (silicon) 

was initially used as a substrate for preparing the BDD electrodes (BDD/Si) because Si is not on the 

EU list of critical raw materials. Critical raw materials are crucial to Europe’s economy, but their 

resources are depleting so access to them is difficult. The boron doping level of electrodes was set  

to 500 ppm – 0.5k, 10,000 ppm – 10k and 15,000 ppm – 15k ([B]/[C] ratios in plasma). The results  

of the EO treatment of LLs showed that the electrode with the lowest level of boron doping was 

highly effective in removing organic compounds, expressed as COD (91%) and BOD20 (86%), with 



an applied current density j = 100 mA cm˗2. Nonetheless, the Si substrate did not provide the required 

durability of the electrodes and the ammoniacal nitrogen removal was not satisfactory (N-NH4
+ = 

61%). This process was also characterized by relatively high energy consumption.  

 Therefore, in the following experiments, electrodes prepared with Nb (niobium) substrate 

(BDD/Nb) were tested. The following removal of pollutants from LLs were obtained: COD = 97.1%, 

BOD20 = 98.8% and N-NH4 + = 62% (j = 100 mA cm˗2), which were better than the results obtained 

using BDD/Si anodes. Also, the energy consumption when using electrodes deposited on Nb 

substrate was approx. 30% lower compared to the results obtained with the use of BDD/Si. Moreover,  

the BDD/Nb electrodes had a much longer lifespan. To complement the evaluation of EO treatment  

of LLs, the disinfection potential (mesophilic, psychrophilic and faecal indicators) of the used 

BDD/Nb electrodes were combined with the toxicity tests (crustaceans organisms: Thamnocephalus 

platyurus, Daphnia magna and Artemia franciscana). Toxicity tests show that EO-treated LLs  

are less toxic than raw ones, suggesting that the LLs’ toxicity was more connected with the high 

concentration of salts and other pollutants than with the presence of EO by-products. In turn, 

microbiological tests showed that EO was very effective in inactivation of bacterial cells, showing 

high disinfection potential.  

 One of the elements that is crucial in the current global strategy connected with the protection 

of water resources is to minimize the amount of harmful micropollutants entering municipal WWTPs  

as inert compounds. LLs are undoubtedly a source of pollutants of limited biodegradability, thus 

there is an urgent need to successfully remove them on-site. Regarding this need, the ability of EO 

by BDD/Nb anodes was tested in terms of the removal of so-called forever pollutants. The laboratory 

studies led to the following conclusions: the boron doping level did not affect the removal rate  

of polyfluorinated alkyl substances, and EO using BDD/Nb anodes with an applied current density 

of 75 mA cm–2 reduces perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) by 80% and perfluorooctanesulfonic acid 

(PFOS) by 78%. According to the author’s best knowledge, this was the first study showing such  

a high removal rate of polyfluorinated alkyl substances from a complex matrix of LLs.  

 It can be concluded that the obtained results confirmed that EO on BDD electrodes can serve 

as a highly effective alternative to the current, advanced treatment of IWW. EO of LLs was very 

efficient in removal of both macro- and micropollutants (including forever pollutants such as PFOA 

and PFOS). In addition, the disinfection and reduction of toxicity of LLs was obtained. This work  

is one of the few that presents such a holistic approach to the problem of industrial wastewater 

treatment. The tested IWWs streams have been very carefully characterized using innovative 

methods and the proposed highly effective method of IWW treatment may constitute a signpost 

 for technologies of the future that will find a compromise between high efficiency, environmental 

safety and costs. 

 


